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concepts on an interactive whiteboard, and later demonstrate his knowledge about 
the test, which is carried out through the system response in the class. Some 
responses in the classroom can organize and develop activities and tests that meet 
the requirements of state standards. There are many advantages to using this 
method: the interactive electronic whiteboard is great for demonstrations. In the 
survey, many technology teachers and specialists reported enthusiasm for the board 
in staff development or computer class to show students how to use a particular 
application; the interactive electronic whiteboard is a colorful tool; the board can 
accommodate different learning styles; all ages of students respond favorably to 
board use; distance learning is an excellent setting for interactive whiteboard use. 
This teaching technique effectively develops students' creative abilities, 
allows them to organize the educational process systematically, assists the teacher 
in verifying the studied material. Interactive whiteboards promote collaboration 
among students and group discussion and participation. They can be an effective 
tool for brainstorming due to the fact that notes can be taken on the board and saved 
to be shared and distributed to students later.  
Unfortunately, not every educational institution can equip classes and 
audiences with such boards, because the budget does not allow such expenses. 
Therefore, in my opinion, the state itself should ensure that every institution that 
trains qualified specialists can provide their audience with interactive whiteboards. 
So, I still believe that the whiteboard method, although not very common in 
our country, however, is one of the most effective innovative methods of teaching 
English at higher education institutions, which will allow to deepen knowledge, 
improve skills, to be interested in studying this subject, create the right conditions 
for a comfortable study of new material. 
Іt is naive to believe that in the era of innovative technologies, the use of 
such a method is inappropriate, because the world is changing, therefore, the 
approaches to teaching should change with it. Do not be afraid to take a step 
towards a new one! 
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One of the most controversial figures of Ukrainian nationalism is a priest, 
Yakov Kravchuk. His biography attracted the attention of the following Ukrainian 
researches: V. Borschevych, D. Vedeneyev, O. Riznychenko, A. Smirnov. 
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Yakov Afanasiovych Kravchuk was born on the 9th of October, 1905 in 
Dubno in Rivne province. At that time this territory was a part of Poland. In 1937 
Yakov Kravchuk graduated from a prestigious university for theology in Paris. 
According to his words, Kravchuk was not a member of Organization of Ukrainian 
Nationalists, however, he shared the opinions of Andrei Melnik’s disciples and 
collaborated with them. 
Shortly before the invasion of the Soviet Union and during the hostilities, 
Nazis were enticing Ukrainian nationalists to their arrays. At the beginning of July, 
1941 Yakov Afanasiovych received an offer to join the sonderkommando-204, 
which was formed in Helm, Poland. The distinctive feature on sonderkommandos 
was double governance: of German officers and leaders of the OUN. 
The chief of the sondercommando-204 was captain Hans Ferbeck. Chiefs of 
the departments were Ukrainian nationalists, appointed by the leaders of OUN. 
Thus, Yakiv headed the department of religion. It should be pointed out here, that 
he was blessed for this job by Father Ilarion (Ivan Ogienko).  
The task of sonderkommandos was to help Nazis to establish their own 
regime, known in history as ‘New Order’. Moreover, they had to propagandize 
nationalism and to form nationalistic centres all around the occupied territory of 
Ukraine.  
Approximately in mid-June 1941 the sonderkommando left en route 
“Volodymyr-Volynskiy, Lutsk, Dubno, Kremenets’, Yampol’, Shepetovka, 
Zhytomyr, Kyiv, Kharkiv” 
The team arrived at Kharkiv couple days later after it had been occupied by 
the Nazis and started helping the Nazis to form local government immediately. 
Yakov Kravchuk dealt with religious affairs. He took part in formation of the 
department of religion in Kharkiv City Council, conducted a registration of clergy, 
opened churches. Sources prove that in his religious and political views fr. Yakiv 
supported the views of archpriest V. Lypkivskiy about forming the UAOC. 
Kravchuk even provoked conflicts between the metropolitan of Kharkiv Feofil 
Buldovskiy and so-called Lypkivkiy’s priesthood.  
Of course, Members of the OUN organized their centers in the city. Thus, 
they formed the initiatory groups for recruiting the ones who wanted to join the 
OUN. There were semi-conspiratorial meetings, conducted by another arrived 
nationalist B. Konyk. At those meetings guests were introduced to the tasks, 
program and the charter of the OUN. After that, attendants were put on the lists of 
members of the OUN. There were not any written applications, the oral consent 
was sufficient. Later these attendants swore allegiance to the OUN. This happened 
in December, 1941 in the Shevchenko theatre. The participants ranked in two lines 
in the foyer and Yakov Kravchuk was wearing canonicals and holding the cross 
and the prayer book. He delivered a nationalistic sermon. After the sermon he 
invoked the attendants to take the oath. Yakov Kravchuk read the text of the oath 
and everyone was repeating after him. After the oath, Yakov asked the participants 
to kiss the cross.  
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Besides, Ukrainian nationalists, especially Yakov Kravchuk were helping the 
Nazis to recruit local citizens and prisoners of war to fight in the soviet non-
occupied territories of the USSR. Yakov Afanasiovych personally visited 
concentration camps, transit points where he agitated the prisoners of war to study 
in the special school of Abver to carry out the diversion in the nearest rears of the 
Red Army. While being a personal translator for the commander of the 
sonderkommando H. Ferbeck, Yakov Kravchuk took part in forming the lists of 
people who had decided to go over to the Nazis. In addition to that, he conducted a 
political training among the students of Abver’s school, looked after the order and 
transferred prepared groups to the soviet rears. 
Due to the attack of the Red Army, Yakov Kravchuk left and has never 
returned to Kharkiv. He did not make a good impression among the citizens of  
Kharkiv which met him in person. He was considered as an adventurer and an 
unpleasant person.  
There might be a question about what methods and approaches should people 
use while practicing and do their best in English. There are different approaches to 
the solution of the problem. We would like to share with our observations and 
about our experiment how to adopt to English without communication  
environment. There are some tips to do it. Firstly, the essential thing to do is name 
all things in your mind and pronounce them in English  which you see and come 
across. You could find these words and phrases in dictionaries and use it everyday, 
until it comes habitual and common for you. It is a good way to learn basic words 
and phrases for usage in conversations or small talks. One more thing is the 
communication by Skype and other technologies with native speakers. Also, It is 
useful to attend meetings, which are connected with a practice of English. 
Therefore, due to these methods, it will give a lot of benefits as for your overall 
development. You will feel yourself comfortable in your country and overseas, 
because you will have a valuable experience. 
From our point of view, we use English on everyday basis in all your 
interests, hobby, it will be excellent to adopt to a language and consider it in the 
future like the second native language, which will become a part of your heart. You 
will feel yourself freely and excited about how many things are opened in front of 
you. Furthermore, all your skills and knowledge of a language will rise and 
gradually you will fall into the culture of it. There is the saying, which we adore: 
”A different language is a different vision of life” by Federico Fellini. We 
absolutely agree with this statement. Consequently, it is also the approach to find 
out more about the nation of this language and how people think, their views on 
life, behavior ,mentality, which also help you significantly to overcome a language 
barrier. 
To sum up, a language barrier is possible to overcome with practice, 
surround yourself with an ambience of English has we suggest  above. English is a 
key, which open a door with a lot of possibilities which will help you to reach your 
aims, goals and dreams. 
 
